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COMMITTEES ... 

and therefore there is no branch between X and Y. • 
\Vhat have we just shown? Roughly speaking, we have 

demonstrated that there is a very close relationship be-
twf'en the structme of a system and the sh·ucture of the 
organization which designed it. In the not unusual case 
where each subsystem had its own separate design group, 
wf: find that the structnres (i.e., the linear graphs) of the 
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Then s01ne level 
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Coord ins tor 
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F.i.gu..re 2 Here it.' illusLtdlion or t.h'ct aot.J;ouy x:o:rldtiou-
shtp betw""en the Btruc:ture (graph) of a system (left) and the 
structure of the orqan1zat.1on which de&iQned it (ri9ht:). 

Fig. 2 

design group and the system are identiml. In the case 
where some group desiguHd more than one subsystem we 
find th<!l the structme of the design organization b a 
collapsed version of the structure of the system, with the 
subsystems having the same design group eollapsing iuto 
one node representing that group. 

This kind of a structure-preserving relationship bdweHn 
two sf'ts nf things is called a homonwrphism. SpPaking as a 
mathcmatil'J<tn might, we would say that there is a homo-
morphism from the linear graph of a system to the linear 
graph of its design orga 

systems image their design groups 
Tt is an article of faith among tlXperienced system de-

signers that given any system design, someone someday 
will find a better one to do the same job. In other it 
is misleading and incorrect· to speak of the design for a 
specific job, unless this is understood in the context of 
spaee, time, knowledge, and technology. The humility 
which this belief should impose on system rl.esigners is the 
onlv appropriate postme for those who read history or 
consult their memorieo. 

The design progress of computer translators of program-
ming languages snch as r'O'RTRAN and COBOL is a case in 

* This claim may be viewed several ways. 1t moy be trivial, hinging on 
the definition of meaningful negotiation. Or, it moy be the resul1 of the 
oho;ervotion that one design group almost never' wi\1 compromise its own 
design to meet the needs of another group unless absolutely imperative. 
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point. In the middle fifties, when the prototypes of these 
languages appeared, their compilers were even more cum- · 
bersome objects than the giant (for then) computers which' 
were required for their execution. Today, these translators 
are only historical curiosities, bearing no resemblance in 
design to today's compilers. (We should take particular note 
of the fact that the quantum jumps in compiler design· .. 
progress were associated with the appearance of new groups 
of people on territory previously trampled chieHy by com-
puter manufacturers-first it was the tight little university 
research team, followed by the independent software 
house.) · 

If. then, it is reasonable to assume that for any system 
requirement there is a fClmily of system designs which will 
meet that requirement, we must also inquire whether the 
choice of design organization influences the process of 
selection of a system design from that family. If we believe 
our homomorphism, then we must agree that it does. To 
the extent that an organization is not completely flexible in 
its communication structure, that organization will stamp 
out an image of itself in every design it produces. The 
larger an organization. is, the less flexibility it has and the 
more pronounced is the phenomenon. 

Examples. A contract research organization had eight 
people who were to produce a cosoL and an ALGOL com-
piler. After some initial estimates of difficulty and time, five 
people were assigned to the COBOL ioh and three to the 
ALGOL job. The resulting COROL compiler ran in five phases, 
the ALGOL compiler ran in three. 

Two military services were directed by their Commander-
in-Chief to develop a cQmmon weapon system to meet their 
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Figure. 3 Two exa.mplea of identity of !ilt.ructure 
betwflen a syat.em. and its des!9n organization. 

Figs. 3a and 3b 

respective needs. After great effort they p.roduced a copy of 
their organi:t.ation chart. (See Fig. 3a.) 

Consider the operating computer system -in use solving a 
problem. At a high level of examination, it consists of three 
parts: the hardware, the system software, and the applica-
tion program. (See Fig .. '3b.) C01responding to these sub-
systems are their respeetive designers: the computer manH· 
facturer's engineers, his system programmers, and the 
user's application (Those rare instances 
where the system hardware and software tend to cooperate 
rather than merely tolerate each other are associated with 
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HOW DO 
COMMITTEES 
INVENT? 
by MELVIN E. CONWAY 

That kind of intellectual activity which creates 
a useful whole from its diverse parts may be 
ealled the design of a system. Wl1ether the 
particular activity is the creation of specilica-

timls for a major weapon system, tbe formation of a rec-
ommendation to meet a social challenge, or the program-
ming of a computer, the general activity is largely the 
same. 

Typically, the objective of a design organization is the 
creation and assembly of a document containing a coherent-
ly structured body of information. We may name this 
information the .'ijjstem design. It is typically produced for 
a sponsor who usually desires to carry out some activity 
guided by the system design. For example, a public official 
may wish to propose legislation to avert a re<.'lirrerwe of a 
recent disaster, so he appoints a team to explain the catas-
trophe. Or a manufacturer needs a new product and desig-
nates a product planning activity to specify what should he 
introduced. 

The design organization may or may not be involved in 
the constTuction of the system it designs. Frequently, in 
public affairs, there are policies which discourage a group's 
acting upon own recommendations, whereas, in private 
industry, quite the opposite situation often prevails. 

It seems reasonable to suppose that the knowledge that 
one will have to carrv out one's own recommendations or 
that this task will r;n to others, probably affects some 
r!f .. sign choices which the individual designer is called upon 
to make. Most design activity requires t.'Ontinually making 
choices. Many of tl1ese choices may be more than design 
decisions; they may also be persona·l decisions the designer 
makes about his own future. As we shall see later, the 
incentives which exist in a coriventional management cn-
viromnent can motivate choices which subvert the intent of 
the sponsor.l 

stages of design 
The initial stages of a design effort are concerned more 

with structuring of the design activity than with the system 
itself.2 The full-blown design activity cannot proceed until 
certain preliminary milestones are passed. These include: 

l. Understanding of the boundaries, both on the desigi1 
adivity and on the system to be designed, placed by 
the and by the world's realities. 

2. Achievement of a preliminary notion of the system's 
organization so that design task groups can be mean-
ingfully assigned. 

We shall see in detail later that the,very act of organiz-

1 A related, but much more comprellensive di,cussion of the behcvior of 
sysfem·designing organizations is found in John Kenneth G"Oibraith's, 
The New Industrial State (Boston, Houghton Mifflin, 1967). See especially 
Chapter Vl, "The Tethnostructure." 
2 for o 9iscu$Sion of the prOblems which may ari&e when the design 
activi'Y takes the form of a project in a functional environment, see C. J. 
Middleton, ''How to Set Up a Project Organization," Harvard Business 
Review, Moroh-April, 1967, p. 73. 
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design organization criteri·a 

ing a design team means that certain design decisions have 
already been made, explicitly or otherwise. Given any 
design team organization, there is a class of design alterna-
tives which cannot be effectively pursued by such an 
Ol'ganization because the necessary paths 
do not exist. Therefore, there is no such thing as a design 
group which is both organized and unbiased. 

Once the organization of the design team is chosen, it is 
possible to delegate activities to the subgroups nf the 
org(nli7.ation. Every tinle a delegation is made and some-
body's scope of inquiry is narrowed, the class. of design 
alternatives which can be effectively pursued is also nar-
rowed. 

Once st.'Opes of activity are defined, a coordination prob-
lem is created. Coordination among task groups, although 
it appears to lower the productivity of the individual in the 
small group, provides the 011ly possibility. that the separate 
task groups will be able to consolidate their efforts into a 
unified system design. 

Thus the life cycle of a system design effort proceeds 
through the following general stages: 

1. Drawing of boundaries according to the ground 
rules. 

2. Choice of a prelinlinary system concept. 
:3. Organization of the design activity and delegation of 

tasks according to that concept. 
4. Coordination among delegated tasks. 
5. Consolidation of subdesigns into a single design. 
It is possible that a given design activity will not pro-

ceed straight through this list. It might conceivably reorga-
nize upon discovery of a new, and obviously superior, 
design concept; but such an appearance of unc'ertainty is 
un:llattering, and the very act of voluntarily abandoning a 
creation is painful and expensive. Of course, from the 

Dr. Conway is manager, pe-
ripheral systems research, at 
Sperry - Rand's Univac Div., 
where he is working on recog· 
nition of continuous speech. He· 
has previously been a research 
associate at Case Western Re-
serve Univ., and a software 
consultant. He flas an MS in 
physics from CaiTech and a 
PhD in math from Case. 
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Background and motivation

“Conway's law, the idea that a software system 
reflects the structure of the organization that built it, 

is one of the most well-known "laws" in software 
engineering. However, the seemingly straightforward 
phenomenon described by Conway appears to be 
subject to nuances of personal and organizational 
dynamics as well as contextual factors, most of 

which are neither well-understood nor well-studied”

2nd International Workshop on
Replication in Empirical

Software Engineering Research
RESER
2 1 	   S e p t emb e r 	   2 0 1 1 	  
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Related work

Impact on  Productivity
Scalability of development work
Quality
Standardization of work 
processes

Does a 
congruence or 

non-congruence 
have any 
impact?
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Effects of non-congruence

•  Misalignment of the product architecture and development organization 
often has a negative impact on productivity and quality

o  Herbsleb and Grinter, “Architectures, coordination, and distance: Conway’s law and beyond,” IEEE Software

•  Architectural dependencies can be used to structure tasks, and distribute, 
allocate, and coordinate work across teams and locations so that 
communication, coordination, and synchronization needs are minimized 
and communication breakdowns reduced 

o  Herbsleb and Grinter, “Architectures, coordination, and distance: Conway’s law and beyond,” IEEE Software
o  Cataldo et al. “Socio-Technical Congruence : A Framework for Assessing the Impact of Technical and Work Dependencies on Software 

Development Productivity”
o  Herbsleb and Mockus, “An empirical study of speed and communication in globally distributed software development,” IEEE TSE

•  Modularization of work is the possibly best way to alleviate the challenges 
of distributed work, but work in isolation has many disadvantages such as 
redundant work, cheap and dirty architectural decisions, misplaced 
functionality and integration problems

o  Cataldo and Herbsleb. “Communication networks in geographically distributed software development”. In: Proceedings of CSCW
o  Turecek et al. “Energy Project Story: From Waterfall to Distributed Agile”. In: Proceedings of XP
o  Kwan et al. “Does Socio-Technical Congruence Have an Effect on Software Build Success ? A Study of Coordination in a Software 

Project”
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Our study: a highly distributed project

D1: Prime contractor
Customers acquired the system development from D1

D2 and D3: Direct sub-contractors
D1 sub-contracted parts of the system development to 
D2 and D3

D4: Hidden sub-contractor
D3 sub-contracted parts of their work to D4; the 
relationship is hidden from the other organizations

O
ne
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Many	  
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Onshore	  
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Research questions

Does the studied highly distributed project 
follow socio-technical congruence principles?


RQ2 What are the consequences of non-
congruence?
	  

RQ1
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Data collection

Artifacts collected Observations

•  Project Management Plan
•  Software Requirement 

Specification
•  Software Design Specification
•  Problem Reports

•  Problem Reports

•  Problem Reports

•  Interviews with users
•  Weekly meetings with D4 and D3
•  Participation in two meetings among 

D1, D3, D4 to finalize the requirements 
and design documentation

•  Participation in the virtual weekly 
meetings at D4

•  Participation in demo session at D1

•  Participation in the weekly virtual 
meetings with D4

•  Participation in demo sessions 
regarding fixesTesting

Development

Requirements 
analysis and 

design
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Product structure

Component level
Sub-system 1 consists of four components. Some of 
these components are interrelated. External and 
internal interfaces with sub-system 2 exist through 
component 1

Sub-system level
The system consists of two interrelated sub-systems 
(1 and 2). Both sub-systems have external interfaces

System level
The system has external interface
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Requirement analysis "
and design

•  Dissatisfied customer due to 
redundant inquiries

•  Difficult coordination of work for 
specifying joint components

•  Poorly documented integration part
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Testing

•  Isolated functionality testing
•  Significant delays in problem 

turnover
•  All work coordination problems 

surfaced during testing phase

After 6 
months of 
acceptance 
testing, the 
project is still 
stuck in the 
testing phase
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Problems
Missing relationship between organizational 
units working on Component 1
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Problems
Lack of clarity about responsibility for "

 development of Component 4

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 
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Task allocation delays

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 
D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

D1 

D3 

D4 

1	  

2	  

3	   4	  

1.  0,8 days (18 h)
Min=0 h
Max=1797 h

2.  18 days (439 h)
 Min=3 h
 Max=2516 h


3.  41 days (982 h)
Min=380 h
Max=3314 h



4.  139 days (3328 h)
Min=3328 h
Max=4436 h
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Different perspectives

Customer’s perspective
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Different perspectives

Customer’s perspective

Prime contractor’s perspective In practice !
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In retrospect

Clear component structure


Clear interfaces supported by communication 
and coordination mechanisms


Homomorphic principle for task allocationGu
id
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In retrospect

Clear component structure


Clear interfaces supported by communication 
and coordination mechanisms


Homomorphic principle for task allocation
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Response to RQ1

•  The project was designed to comply with 
homomorphic principles, but in practice failed 
to follow the plan

•  The congruence was sabotaged by the hidden 
onshore outsourcing relationship 
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Response to RQ2

Context: 
•  Unclear responsibilities 

regarding support for 
interfaces 

•  Missing communication 
links between parties 
involved

Consequences: 
•  Delays in problem 

turnaround
•  Conflicts with change 

implementation 
•  Non-delivered parts
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Conclusions

•  We expect that a task allocation strategy that is 
compliant with the Conway’s proposition is more 
likely to minimize similar problems
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Limitations

•  The focus of this exploratory study is to illustrate 
only one plausible challenge in coordinating work 
in a highly distributed project 

•  This does not imply that similar socio-technically 
non-congruent projects would suffer from the 
same consequences
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Thank you for your attention!
Eiropas Sociālā fonda projekts Nr.2009/0216/1DP/1.1.1.2.0/09/APIA/044"
“Datorzinātnes pielietojumi un tās saiknes ar kvantu fiziku”"


